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ABSTRACT Characterization and quantification of the severity of diffuse parenchymal lung diseases (DPLDs) using Computed Tomography (CT) is an important issue in clinical research. Recently, several classification-based computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems [1-3] for DPLD have been proposed. For some of those systems, a degradation of performance [2] was reported on unseen data because of considerable inter-patient variances of parenchymal tissue patterns. We believe that a CAD system of real clinical value should be robust to inter-patient variances and be able to classify unseen cases online more effectively. In this work, we have developed a novel adaptive knowledge-driven CT image search engine that combines offline learning aspects of classification-based CAD systems with online learning aspects of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems. Our system can seamlessly and adaptively fuse offline accumulated knowledge with online feedback, leading to an improved online performance in detecting DPLD in both accuracy and speed aspects. Our contribution lies in: (1) newly developed 3D texture-based and morphology-based features; (2) a multi-class offline feature selection method; and, (3) a novel image search engine framework for detecting DPLD. Very promising results have been obtained on a small test set. Keywords: CT, texture analysis, interstitial lung disease, content-based image retrieval, computer aided detection, computer aided diagnosis



1. INTRODUCTION Lung parenchyma tissue can be roughly described as a collection of vascularized structures of tree-like topology and of various calibers decreasing with the subdivision order and crossing each other, namely the arterial, venous and tracheobronchial trees. From an image analysis point of view, such a multiple crossing, coupled with the influence of the CT acquisition protocol, results in a complex parenchymal texture which can be described and characterized by the distribution and the size of the low-density patterns delimited by the vascularized structures. Within normal tissue, the low-density patterns have a small size and are uniformly distributed (Fig. 1a). Such patterns change in the case of DPLDs due to tissue damages. Emphysema is characterized by larger, round-shape patterns of nearly-constant low gray value, surrounded by normal tissue (Fig. 1b). The appearance of fibrosis patterns is represented by a lot of high-attenuating pathological tissues (Fig. 1c). Fig. 1d shows an example of emphysema overlapped with fibrosis. Recently, several classification-based CAD systems for DPLDs in CT images have been proposed by several research groups. It is seen from [2] that performances of systems degraded while classifying unseen cases. The considerable interpatient variances of parenchymal image patterns bring great challenges to current CAD systems. We believe that a CAD system of real clinical value should be robust to inter-patient image variance and able to classify unseen cases online effectively and efficiently. In this work, we have developed a novel adaptive knowledge-driven CT image search engine that combines offline learning aspects of classification-based CAD systems along with online learning aspects of CBIR system. Our system can seamlessly and adaptively fuse offline accumulated knowledge with online feedback knowledge, leading to the improved online performance in detecting DPLDs from both accuracy and speed aspects.
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Fig. 1. Some examples of CT axial images showing the patterns specific of different lung diseases



2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 2.1 System Overview Fig.2 shows the overview of our system. We first select training images and ask experienced experts to mark volumes of interest (VOIs) on CT images and label them as containing healthy or parenchymal tissues with DPLDs. The VOIs are then processed to eliminate voxels characterized as being airways, after which volumetric features are extracted. Parametric statistical model for each disease class along with its optimal feature sets is learned and stored in the knowledge database.



Fig. 2. System Overview



For online DPLD detection, the user first marks/scribbles a partial VOI. Our system extracts volumetric features from voxels within VOI. By comparing the extracted volumetric features with disease classes in the knowledge database, our intelligent search engine is able to decide the possible disease class and compute the features optimized for the specific disease class on the whole image volume. Then each voxel in the image is represented as a feature vector. The similarity between each voxel and the VOI examplar voxels is measured by Mahalanobis distance. Voxels with high similarity are highlighted so that the user can provide feedback for further refinement, which may require the online learning techniques of standard CBIR system.



2.2 Features Our system extracts gray-level based and texture based features from cubic VOIs with 7×7×7 voxels. Airways are eliminated from analysis in each VOI by setting the intensity to an invalid value. In this work, we propose two novel features, including volumetric local binary patterns based on adaptive histogram binning and 3D Bullae histogram, for characterizing parenchymal tissues. We describe these two features in details in the following section. Volumetric Local Binary Patterns Volumetric local binary patterns (LBP) feature is proposed by Zhao [4], which has been successfully applied to facial image analysis and temporal texture recognition. In this work, we employ the LBP-Top[4] algorithm for parenchymal texture analysis in CT. First, we use the multi-level thresholding Otsu method to adaptively merged together image regions of approximately the same gray level properties. The resulting image is represented by individual texture primitives coded by a smaller gray level range. The multi-level thresholding Otsu method searches for M − 1 thresholds (t1, t2 ,..., tM −1 ) that minimize the intra-class variance, defined as a weighted sum of intra-class variances of the M classes. M
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algorithm, which is an extension of the original two-dimensional LBP operator [5], is applied to extract volumetric texture features. The algorithm contains two major steps: First, the two-dimensional local binary patterns of each voxel within the VOI are computed from the voxel’s planar neighborhood along XY, YZ, and XZ planes. Then the local binary patterns of all voxels within the VOI are accumulated to form a histogram. The normalized histogram is used as the final volumetric texture feature for the VOI. 3D Bullae Histogram Bullae index (BI) is proposed previously [6] for more reliably and objectively quantify emphysematous destruction. It has been shown that BI provides better sensitivity in detecting bullous emphysema compared to commonly used pixel index method. In this work, we extend the method in three dimensions, and propose a 3D bullae histogram feature to quantify morphology patterns of low-attenuation areas (referred as “bullae”) in lung. First, all air-filled areas are marked with a simple threshold algorithm. We use -950 Hounsfield Units (HU) as the threshold. We apply 3D morphological filtering to remove very small bullae, which are regarded as noise. Then we use a 3D component labeling algorithm to locate remaining disconnected bullae. Finally, we construct a histogram by distributing bullae into histogram bins according to their volumetric sizes. Three size ranges of (30mm 3 , 80mm 3 ] , (80mm 3 ,140mm 3 ] , (140mm 3 , +∞) are used to differentiate small sized, medium-sized and large-sized bullae. All histogram values are normalized by dividing the total number of voxels. Therefore, the final histogram values stands for percentages of bullae with different size within a local area.



Fig. 3 shows an example of the computed 3D bullae histogram feature for a patient with severe emphysema and a healthy patient. It can be seen that the pinpointed emphysematous region in Fig. 3.a.3 has considerable higher large bullae histogram value of 0.97 than that of the healthy patient in Fig. 3.b.3.
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Fig. 3. (a.1) A patient w with severe em mphysema, (a.22) Histogram value correspponding to sm mall bullae (witth size in rangge of 3) Histogram value v corresponding to largge bullae (witth size in rangge of (140mm (30mm 3 , 8 0mm 3 ] ), (a.3 m 3 , +∞) ), (b.1) A healthy patiient, (b.2) Hisstogram value correspondinng to small bulllae, (b.3) Histogram value corresponding to large bulllae.



Other Feattures We also em mploy other grray-level basedd and texture based b featuress including: 3D Volum metric Co-occcurrence Mattrix Derived Texture: ennergy, entropyy, correlation,, inverse diffference momeent, inertia, clusster shade, cluuster prominennce, haralick correlation. c Wavelet Teexture: meann intensity in th he decomposeed eight bandss using 3D Haarr wavelet. Gray Leveel Statistics: m minimum, maxximum, mean,, standard devviation, skewnness and kurtosis of gray lev vel value. Pixel Index x Ratio: the rratio of low density d pixels within (-10244, -950] HU, medium m densiity values witthin (-950, -7665] HU and meedium-high deensity values within w (-765, -450]. Multi-scalee 3D Vesselneess and Blobness [7] four dimensional bblobness and vesselness feaature for bothh bright and daark object.



2.3 Intelligent Search h Engine Our intellig gent search enngine is compoosed of four major m componnents: (1) moddels offline leaarned for known diseases and a healthy parrenchymal tisssues; (2) classsification com mponent of usser scribbled VOIs V accordinng to known disease modeels;



(3) online feature selection based on dissimilarity measure between user scribbled VOIs and the healthy voxel samples; (4) similarity measure between each voxel in the image and user scribbled VOIs using the set of features selected both offline and online. Fig. 4 shows the flow chart of the intelligent search engine. First, we compute the feature vectors for all voxels within the user scribbled example VOI. Then, these feature vectors of voxels are inputted to offline learned classifiers to determine the disease class of the example VOI. Then, we use the optimal feature subset for that specific disease. In case all offline learned disease classifiers cannot determine the disease class, we refer to the online feature selection component using pre-stored healthy sample voxels to select feature subset online. The final output similarity map is based on metric distance using either the disease specific feature subset, online selected feature subset or their combination. In the following section, we describe in detail each component of the intelligent search engine.



Fig. 4. Flow chart of intelligent search engine



2.3.1 Offline Learning for Diseases and Healthy Parenchymal Tissues We employ supervised learning techniques to construct classifiers for each disease, which can later be deployed in the on-line detection system. It is essential to select the best set of features to characterize each DPLD from a variety of lowcost image features. In this work, we investigate a novel logistic-regression multi-class feature selection (LRMCFS) approach [8] that takes into account the relatedness of all the classes. For many standard classification approaches such as SVM or logistic regression, a multi-class problem is decomposed into multiple binary classification problems by taking a scheme like one-versus-all. Unlike the common feature selection process where each binary classifier selects its own features, our approach eliminates irrelevant features for all classes and identifies discriminant features for each of the classes. Hence the features are selected across all binary classifiers. For example, an individual binary classifier aims to separate emphysema from other diseases. It treats all other diseases as in one class and neglects there are actually multiple types of diseases. By learning all the binary classifiers together, our approach interacts between different classes for the best possible set of features. We formulate our approach based on logistic regression. In other words, we seek to optimize the following cost function: M
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where M binary decision functions f (x ) = wmT Sx are to be constructed, S is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal vector equal to s, and n denotes the number of total training examples, and yim is the binary labels of x i , which equals to 1 if



x i is in class m, -1 otherwise. The resulting M one-versus-rest logistic regression classifiers are stored in the knowledge database. The classifier is defined as:



P(cm | x) =



1 1 + e− wm Sx T



(3)



where P (cm | x) is the posterior probability of class cm given feature the vector x , wm and S are obtained from (2) after training.



2.3.2 VOI Classification and Online Feature Selection After user marked VOI example are available, we compute volumetric features for sampled voxels within VOI. Voxels are then classified by the offline learned multi-class classifiers. Classification scores of all voxels for each disease class are summed up separately. When the summed score for a particular disease class is larger than a predefined threshold, we determine the VOI example as that disease class. Then we only use the disease specific feature set to compute the similarity map. When the classification scores for all disease classes are smaller than the predefined threshold, we determine the VOI example as unknown class, and an online feature selection component is triggered. The initial user scribbled region is used to construct the positive sample set. And we randomly sample healthy voxels from the knowledge database to form the negative sample set. Then we rank individual features according to Fisher score, which is defined as: FS(f) = mean ( f 1) − mean ( f 2) ( stddev ( f 1) + stddev ( f 2))



(4)



where f denotes a feature, and f1 denotes its values on class 1, and f2 denotes its values on class 2. We merge the top 10 ranked features with the feature set for the most possible disease class to form the final feature set. Note that the online feature set is specific to this particular patient. This is important and meaningful, because, for example, emphysema has high inter-patient variability and we may not find a good feature set for all possible variations offline. But for the current patient, emphysema patterns vary much less and a good, discriminative feature set may exist. This step is to supplement the generic, cross-patient disease-specific image features extracted off-line with patient-specific and disease-specific image features to achieve better retrieval results.



2.3.3 Similarity Measurement To compute the similarity map between voxels and the user marked VOI example, we use Mahalanobis distance, which is defined as: DM (x ) = (x − μ)T Σ−1 (x − μ)



(5)



where x is the feature vector of a voxel based on the selected feature set, μ is the mean feature vector computed using the VOI example, Σ are covariance matrix. Our system allows users to define the similarity threshold through friendly user interface to visualize the final classification/retrieval results.



3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 3.1 Experiment Setup Total 34 CT scans of patients with DPLDs and normal smoker/nonsmokers were collected from different hospitals. All scans were sampled to produce approximately 1.4 mm isotropic voxels. In this dataset, 20 scans were from normal smoker/nonsmokers, while the remaining 14 scans contain DPLDs, which were emphysema or fibrosis. An experienced radiologist marked areas containing DPLD on CT scans. To test the performance of different groups of features, we first run a tissue classification experiment using a multiclass linear discriminant classifier. We randomly sample 11971 healthy VOIs from healthy CT scans, 4810 VOIs from regions containing emphysema, and 6542 VOIs from regions containing fibrosis tissues. VOIs are classified into one of the three classes, i.e., healthy, emphysema, or fibrosis.



Table 1. Classification C peerformance usinng different grooups of features (bb) (a)



Non-textture-based Feeatures Intensity Ratio Intensity Statistics Bullae In ndex Multi-scaale vesselness and blobnesss



Precision (%) ( 88.0 79.7 68.8 55.2



Texture-based d Features LB BP G GLCM W Wavelet G GLCM (withou ut histogram bbinning) LB BP (without histogram h binnning) W Wavelet (witho out histogram binning)



Prrecision (%) 75 5.1 88 8.7 62 2.2 78 8.1 71 1.5 55 5.5



3.2 Resultts Table 1 (a) and (b) show w the results off the classificaation precision n for a 5-fold stratified s cross-validation experiment e usiing ures. Note that the test seet is completeely independeent from the ttraining patien nts. The overrall different grroups of featu classificatio on precision using the lo ogistic regresssion classifierrs by selectin ng the top 330 features according to the t magnitude of w is 93.7% %. T 1 (b) thaat second and high order teexture statisticcs are effectivee measures fo or discriminatiion It can be seen from Table ue texture typ pes. The adap ptive histogram m binning alg gorithm can help h to improove all these texture t featurres’ among tissu performancce in the tissuee classification n task.



3.3 System m Illustratioon Fig. 5(a) an nd (b) show tw wo axial slicess of the testing g images and V VOI exampless scribbled byy radiologists along a with thee color-coded d outputs from m our system. It demonstratees that our sysstem is able to o classify various diffuse lu ung diseases on n the fly from m initial VOI eexamples. Thee output of ourr system align ns well with th he radiologist’’s markings.
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Fig. 5. (a.1) A CT slice w with emphyseema in the axiial view, (a.2)) Partial VOI example markked by the rad diologist, (a.3) The d output by ouur system. (b.1 1) A CT slice with fibrosis in the axial viiew, (b.2) Parttial VOI exam mple marked by b the color-coded



radiologist, (b.3) The collor-coded outp put by our sysstem. Fig. 6 and a Fig. 7 shoow two examp ples of our sysstem’s output in processing g unknown diseases, includ ding emphysem ma overlapped with fibrosis (Fig. 6) and solid s opacity nodules n (Fig. 7). The yellow w marked regiions contain disease. d In Fig g. 6 ( (c) and (d d), the brighterr voxel intenssity is, the high her probabilitty it belongs to o the disease region. r It can be and Fig. 7 (b), seen that the t output pro obability map p of the offliine learned em mphysema cllassifier and the fibrosis classifier c cann not accurately detect d the disease region. In I contrast, ou ur system cann more accurattely detect dissease regions using the CB BIR approach baased on user sscribbled partiial volume of interest.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



Fig. 6. (a) Emphysema overlapped o wiith fibrosis, (b b) The outputt probability map m of emphyysema classifier, (c) The ou utput ( The similaarity map outpput based on sccribbled partiaal example. probability map of fibrossis classifier, (d)



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



Fig. 7. (a) Solid S opacity nodules, (b) The T output prrobability map p of emphysem ma classifier, (c) The outpu ut probability map of fibrosis classifier, c (d) The similarity y map output based b on scribbbled partial example. e



4. CONCLUS SIONS AN ND DISCUS SSION To conclud de, we have deeveloped a no ovel adaptive knowledge-dr k riven image seearch engine tthat combines offline learniing aspects of classificationn-based CAD systems alon ng with onlinne learning aspects a of CB BIR system. Our O system can c d knowledge with w online feeedback knowlledge, leading g to an improv ved seamlessly and adaptivelly fuse offlinee accumulated formance in detecting d DPL LDs in terms of o both accuraacy and speed d. Future stepps include opttimization of the t online perfo processing time and cliniically evaluatiion of the VOIs identified by b the automattic system. REFERENC CES [1]
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